
Editorials

transmission can yet explain the origin, disappearance, replace-
ment and recycling of subtypes of type A influenza virus. The
new techniques of molecular virology should soon be able to
detect latent residues of influenza virus if they are present in
the host tissues. If they are not present we have a problem on
our hands, because current epidemiological concepts are
woefully inadequate to explain what we find to be happening
to our patients.
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Clinical judgemene
CLINICAL judgement is at the heart of medical practice,

yet it defies satisfactory definition. Even within the tradi-
tional medical framework which focuses on the diagnosis of
disease, clinical judgement seems to be more than the sum of
measurable components. The diagnosis of the cause of acute
abdominal pain has been shown to be more accurate if aided
by a computer, but even in a condition where the outcome and
pathology can be accurately determined, clinicians do not rely
totally on the predictions of the computer.

In this issue of the Journal, Knottnerus' paper on the inter-
pretation of diagnostic data' shows how the predictive value of
a clinical examination or test changes with the prevalence of the
disorder being sought. The idea that the interpretation of an
objective test can change depending on the context in which it
is applied appears to go against commonsense. It is an illustra-
tion of how a numerical analysis can aid an understanding of
clinical judgement.

General practitioners strive for but rarely achieve certainty in
making diagnoses. This raises the question whether the prac-
tice of medicine is an art or a science. The answer may lie in
what is meant by science. Howie has drawn attention to the dif-
ference between the 'cellular' and 'behavioural' sciences.2 Great
advances in technological aspects of medicine have been
made by the reductionist 'cellular' analysis of problems. General
practice is only now coming to terms with the integrative
'behavioural' scientific method. There remains a conceptual gulf
between medicine and sociology which leads to a mutual rejec-
tion of research findings. One problem is that we still look for
'correct' solutions to problems, despite our own experience
that different solutions exist for the same problem. For exam-
ple, a man with a duodenal ulcer could take antacids, stop smok-
ing, give up his job, have an operation or suffer the
pain. Whether the patient with a healed ulcer and no job is seen
as a success or a failure depends on who is making the
judgement.

It is not surprising that words such as 'science, 'judgement'
and 'clinical' pose problems of interpretation for doctors.
Authors such as Feinstein3 and Marinker4 have shown how
medical taxonomy is inadequate for describing naturally occur-
ring phenomena.
Where does this questioning of the meaning of clinical judge-

ment lead? Perhaps we can learn from the disciplines which are
concerned with the meaning and implications of concepts and

issues. Welbourn,5 who is involved with the teaching of medical
ethics, points out that moral philosophy and ethics do not pro-
vide answers to particular clinical problems but establish the
framework and context for decisions to be made. Commonsense
is not the basis for ethical or clinical judgement. Sound
judgements can only be derived from a detailed and systematic
knowledge of the respective disciplines.
The value of pluralism must be recognized in an operational

specialty such as general practice. There was a danger that the
processes of performance review, vocational training and
postgraduate examinations would produce a uniform type of
general practitioner, but there is no evidence that this is hap-
pening and general practitioners remain richly diverse. Unifor-
mity carries the negative connotations of being controlled, static
and inhuman. Pluralism, individuality and diversity are desirable
in general practice especially if they are accompanied by a will-
ingness to look at personal performance and an acceptance of
change in the pursuit of better standards.

In this context performance review is not an end in itself. It
is one aspect of the quest for improved quality in general prac-
tice. Doctors who are joining small discussion groups which in-
volve performance review may be frustrated if discussions do
not move beyond the aspects of practice that are easily measured.
Quantitative analysis is an excellent basis for discussion but con-
sensus may not be the desirable outcome.

General practice will develop not through the imposition of
uniform methods but by the exploration of different approaches
which can be supported by logical and if possible scientific argu-
ment. In general practice it is not only that the goal posts move
during the game but the game itself can change.
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